γ-Independent through-space hetero-nuclear correlation between spin-1/2 and quadrupolar nuclei in solids.
We introduce novel sequences using indirect detection to correlate quadrupolar nuclei and spin-1/2 isotopes, other than 1H and 19F. These sequences use γ-encoded symmetry-based RNnν schemes that reintroduce the space component |m| = 1 of the heteronuclear dipolar coupling. These schemes can be applied to the indirectly detected spin in Dipolar-mediated Heteronuclear Multiple-Quantum Correlation (D-HMQC) sequence or to the detected isotope in a novel sequence, named Dipolar-mediated Heteronuclear Universal-Quantum Correlation (D-HUQC). We show that the signal of these sequences using γ-encoded recoupling does not depend on the γ Euler angle relating the inter-nuclear vector between the coupled spins to the MAS rotor-fixed frame. Therefore, the transfer efficiency of these sequences is in principle higher than that of D-HMQC methods using non-γ-encoded recoupling. Furthermore, numerical simulations show that the heteronuclear correlation experiments employing γ-encoded recoupling are more robust to Chemical Shift Anisotropy (CSA) of the irradiated spin and MAS frequency fluctuations. These results are confirmed by 13C-{15N} heteronuclear correlation on glycine and 31P-27Al ones on VPI-5 and Na7(AlP2O7)4PO4. These experiments indicate that R1635 recoupling produces the highest signal-to-noise ratio in heteronuclear correlation 2D experiments when the detected spin-1/2 nuclei are subject to large CSA.